The present study utilized induced acceleration analysis to clarify the contributions of muscular and gravitational torques to the kinematics of vertical pointing movements performed by the upper limb. The study included eight healthy men with a mean age of 25 years. The experiment was divided into three blocks with ten trials in each, comprising five upward and five downward, randomly executed movements. The movements were recorded by a motion capture system and were subsequently analyzed. During the deceleration phase of the upward movement and the acceleration phase of the downward movement, the angular acceleration induced by gravitational torque contributed more to the generation of net induced angular acceleration than the angular acceleration induced by muscular torque. In addition, the difference between the net induced angular acceleration profiles during the upward and downward movements was mainly attributable to the difference between the respective angular acceleration profiles induced by muscular torque. These findings suggest that the central nervous system considers the gravitational effect on the upper limb in a phase-specific manner and accordingly generates a torque-derived kinematic difference with respect to the movement direction.
Introduction
In the course of daily life, humans are able to execute various movements while being exposed to gravity, which pulls the body downward. Because the gravitational force always acts downward, its functional effect on movement depends on the direction of movement. For example, gravity decelerates upward movement but accelerates downward movement. Despite the gravitational constraint, humans are able to achieve the purpose of the movements by integrating gravitational information into the central process of generating movement [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7] .
Most of the previous studies on this subject have focused on gravitational integration into the central processes of the vertical (upward and downward) movements of the upper limbs. A vertical movement that is directionally dependent on the effect of gravity on the body can be experimentally investigated to establish how the central nervous system (CNS) processes gravity for movement generation.
Previous studies have found that the kinematics for upward movement differs from that for downward movement (e.g., acceleration duration is shorter for upward than downward movements) in a normal gravitational environment (1G) [1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8] , while the direction-dependent differences are attenuated in a microgravitational environment [9, 10] . It has been suggested that the direction-dependent differences of kinematics in 1G conditions represent utilization of the gravitational effect on the body [4, 11] . Several studies have also demonstrated the control policy for vertical pointing movements through numerical simulated and experimental approaches [3, 9] . In this study, we introduce an induced acceleration analysis (IAA), which is a forward dynamic approach [12, 13] for the purposes of elucidating how the CNS controls a vertical pointing movement considering the effect of gravity on the body. This method enables examination of how muscular and gravitational torques contribute to the kinematics of movement, i.e., the relationship between kinetics and kinematics during the movement. Although previous studies have revealed the control policy from the perspective of optimal control [3, 9] , how the kinetic parameters (i.e., torques) resulted in the kinematics of vertical movement was not explicitly indicated. The IAA has been used for the analyses of human movements such as throwing [12] and quiet standing [13] , but not for the analysis of vertical pointing movement by the upper limb. Therefore, the application of the IAA to the analysis for the vertical pointing movement can elucidate more clearly the mechanisms of the movement from the point of the relationship between kinetics and kinematics. The present study contributes to the current understanding of the motor control mechanism underlying vertical pointing movement from the perspective of forward dynamic analysis.
Materials and methods

Participants
Eight healthy adult men with a mean age of 25 (range 22-29) years were enrolled in the present study. All participants were confirmed to be right-handed according to the Edinburgh Handedness Inventory [14] . Before the experiments, the experimental procedure was explained to all participants, who gave their written informed consent. The study was approved by the Ethics Committee of the Osaka University of Health and Sport Sciences and conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki.
Materials and procedure
Each participant was required to sit on a chair in front of three spherical target objects (1.1 cm in diameter), with his head and trunk aligned with the vertical axis of the earth. The target objects were made from styrene foam and attached to a pole which was placed vertically in a row, with the middle object in line with the right shoulder of the participant. The upper and lower objects were positioned at an angle of 15 upward and 15 downward, respectively, relative to a line between the right shoulder and the middle object. Although the gravitational effect depends on the posture of the upper limb, an angle of 15 induces kinematic asymmetry between upward and downward movements [15] . The participant was asked to execute single-joint upward and downward pointing movements using the right upper limb (i.e., by rotation of the shoulder joint in the sagittal plane). The participant was allowed to do this at a comfortable velocity. Splints were used to immobilize the elbow and wrist joints of the participant to ensure the execution of a single-joint movement. The experiment was divided into three blocks, with each block consisting of ten trials. The ten trials consisted of five upward and five downward movements, which were randomly executed. Rest periods of approximately 30 seconds between trials and 2 minutes between blocks of the experiment were allowed to prevent muscle fatigue. Prior to the commencement of the actual experiment, the participant was allowed ten practice trials of the upward and downward movements. At the beginning of each movement trial, an initial beep signal was used to instruct the participant to align his right upper limb with the middle target (the initial target). Five seconds later, one of two types of beep signal was used to instruct the participant to fixate on one of the other two targets. A single short beep was an instruction to fixate on the upper target in preparation to move the limb toward it at the next signal, while two short beeps was an instruction to fixate on the lower target in order to move the limb toward it at the next signal. The signal for the participant to execute the indicated movement comprised a single short beep and was given two seconds later.
Movements were recorded using a motion capture system (OptiTrack, NaturalPoint, Inc., Corvallis, OR, USA) at a sampling frequency of 100 Hz. Infrared reflective markers (8 mm in diameter) were placed on the right shoulder, wrist, and index fingernail of the participant.
Data analysis
The position data obtained through the markers were filtered using a fifth-order Butterworth low-pass filter with a cut-off frequency of 5 Hz. The data were analyzed in two-dimensional space, wherein the vertical and antero-posterior axes constituted the sagittal plane. Two axes were used because the experimental motor tasks consisted of vertical pointing movements by rotation of the shoulder joint in the sagittal plane. We analyzed the peak deviation angle of the upper limb in the horizontal plane during the movement, and confirmed that the vertical movement was precisely performed by all participants (mean AE standard error for the upward movement, 0.52 AE 0.06 ; for the downward movement, 0.82 AE 0.04 ).
The angular velocity and acceleration of the upper limb were calculated from the angular displacement of the upper limb relative to the vertical using a three-point differential algorithm. The initiation and termination of each trial movement were defined by the first and last points at which the angular velocity exceeded 0.01 rad/s, respectively.
Before commencing IAA, we first carried out an analysis of the following kinematic parameters: movement duration (MD; the time between movement initiation and termination), acceleration duration (AD; the time between movement initiation and the attainment of peak angular velocity), deceleration duration (DD; the time between peak angular velocity and movement termination), absolute peak angular acceleration (PA), duration to peak angular acceleration (DPA; the time between movement initiation and the attainment of peak angular acceleration), absolute peak angular deceleration (PD), and duration to peak angular deceleration (DPD; the time between movement initiation and the attainment of peak angular deceleration).
Inverse dynamic analysis of the measured kinematic data was used to compute the following torque parameters: muscular torque (MT), gravitational torque (GT), and net torque (NT; the sum of MT and GT) around the shoulder. The anthropometric data presented by Winter [16] were used for this purpose. The equations for MT and GT are as follows (Eqs. (1) and (2)):
where Im, € θm, L, m, a, and g denote the moment of inertia, measured angular acceleration vector, directional vector between the shoulder and the center of mass of the arm, mass of the arm, translational acceleration vector of the center of mass of the arm, and acceleration due to gravity (9.81 m/s 2 ), respectively. The moment of inertia Im is given by Eqs. (3) and (4):
where k, K, and l are the radius of gyration, ratio of the radius of gyration, and length of the arm, respectively. Using the obtained torque data, we calculated the induced angular accelerations by IAA and were able to determine how MT and GT induced the kinematics of vertical pointing movement (e.g., angular accelerations). Although IAA can also be used to determine the angular acceleration induced by a velocity-dependent torque, such torque and angular acceleration were not applicable in the present study owing to the consideration of single-joint rotation. The angular accelerations induced by MT and/or GT were calculated using Eqs. (5), (6) , and (7):
where € θnet, € θmt, € θgt, and I(θ) denote the net angular acceleration vector induced by MT and GT, angular acceleration vector induced by MT, angular acceleration vector induced by GT, and inertia term vector, respectively. The inertia term vector is given by Eq. (8):
To enable detailed evaluation of the induced angular accelerations, we also calculated the following parameters: net induced acceleration duration (IADnet; the time between movement initiation and the attainment of the peak net induced angular velocity), net induced deceleration duration (IDDnet; the time between the attainment of peak net induced angular velocity and movement termination), absolute peak net induced angular acceleration (PIAnet), duration to peak net induced angular acceleration (DPIAnet; the time between movement initiation and the attainment of peak net induced angular acceleration), absolute peak net induced angular deceleration (PIDnet), and duration to peak net induced angular deceleration (DPIDnet; the time between movement initiation and the attainment of peak net induced angular deceleration). Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests were used to evaluate the normality of the distributions of the measured and simulated (induced)
Results
All eight study participants completed the experimental motor task and the data for the total of 240 trials were successfully acquired and analyzed. Based on the measured acceleration data, we computed the MT, GT, and NT values for the upward and downward movements (see Figure 1 (a) and (b)). The MT profiles for the upward and downward movements (dotted lines) were similar to the NT profiles, with the exception of the offsets. Moreover, the MT and NT profiles for the upward movement appeared to be inversions of those for the downward movement. The negative values of the GT profiles for the upward and downward movements gradually decreased during the movements.
Using the obtained torque data, we performed IAA. The profiles of the induced angular accelerations ( € θmt, € θgt, and € θnet in Figure 1 (c) and (d)) were observed to be similar to those of the corresponding torques (MT, GT, and NT in Figure 1 (a) and (b)) for both the upward and downward movements. In addition, the profiles of measured angular accelerations obtained from the second derivatives of the angular displacements ( € θm; indicated by the dotted grey lines in Figure 1 (c) and (d)) for the upward and downward movements were sufficiently fitted to those of the net induced angular accelerations ( € θnet; indicated by the solid black lines in Figure 1 (c) and (d)). We temporally normalized the values of both € θnet and € θm for all trials and computed the grand means of the absolute differences between € θnet and € θm at specific time points. The grand means were determined to be 0.09 and 0.06 rad/s 2 for the upward and downward movements, respectively. These results indicate that the IAA properly reproduced the measured angular accelerations of the upward and downward movements.
A positive value of € θnet for both the upward and downward movements was an indication that € θmt was higher than € θgt, and vice versa in the case of a negative value of € θnet. Therefore, € θmt contributed more to € θnet than € θgt when € θnet was positive (as noted during the first half of the upward movement and the second half of the downward movement), while the contribution of € θgt was greater when € θnet was negative (as noted during the second half of the upward movement and the first half of the downward movement). Various other parameters were measured or determined by simulation (see section 2.3. Data analysis). The mean (AEstandard error) and median values of all the measured and simulated parameters for all participants are presented in Tables 1 and 2 . The MD for the upward movement was observed to be significantly shorter than that for the downward movement (t(7) ¼ À2.616, p < 0.05, d ¼ 0.390). The AD and IADnet values for the upward movement were both significantly shorter . The values of PA and PIAnet for the upward movement were both significantly larger than those for the downward movement (PA, t(7) ¼ 2.497, p < 0.05, d ¼ 0.402; PIAnet, t(7) ¼ 2.425, p < 0.05, d ¼ 0.377). In addition, DPA and DPIAnet for the upward movement were significantly shorter than those for the downward movement (DPA, t(7) ¼ À3.189, p < 0.05, d ¼ 0.662; DPIAnet, t(7) ¼ À2.864, p < 0.05, d ¼ 0.706). There were no significant differences in the respective PD and PIDnet values for the two movement directions (PD, t(7) ¼ 1.375, p > 0.1; PIDnet, t(7) ¼ 1.617, p > 0.1). The same was true for the DPD, or DPIDnet values for the two movement directions (DPD, t(7) ¼ À1.093, p > 0.1; DPIDnet, t(7) ¼ À1.081, p > 0.1).
Discussion
We used IAA to investigate how MT and GT contribute to the kinematics of the movement. The purpose was to elucidate how the CNS generates a kinematic difference between upward and downward movements from the perspective of forward dynamic analysis. We found that, during the deceleration phase of an upward movement (the second half of the movement) and the acceleration phase of a downward movement (the first half of the movement), the angular acceleration induced by GT ( € θgt) contributed more to the generation of the net induced angular acceleration ( € θnet) than the angular acceleration induced by MT ( € θmt). In addition, we observed that the difference between the angular acceleration profiles during upward and downward movements was primarily attributable to the difference between the corresponding angular acceleration profiles induced by MT. This suggests that the CNS controls muscular torque for vertical pointing movements accounting for gravitational torque. It should be noted that, in line with some previous studies [3, 4] , a higher measured PA, shorter measured duration to its occurrence (DPA), and shorter measured AD were observed for the upward movement than for the downward movement. This indicates that IAA could reproduce previous measurements.
The IAA approach (a forward dynamic analysis approach) that was employed in the present study has been used for the analyses of human movements such as throwing [12] and quiet standing [13] . Several studies have examined the relationship between kinetics (torques) and kinematics for the multi-joint movements of throwing and quiet standing; this led to elucidation of the mechanisms of how these movements were kinetically generated. For example, Hirashima et al. [12] investigated how baseball players induced the kinematics at the trunk and upper limb joints and elucidated the differences in the kinetic mechanisms that induced the kinematics of proximal joint and those of distal joints. In the light of these findings of the previous studies, IAA is a powerful approach for elucidating the kinetic mechanisms of human movement. We cannot directly compare the findings of the previous studies with those of the present study, because the movement tasks are different between the previous (multi-joint task) and present (a single-joint task) studies. However, in the same way as in the previous studies, we examined and elucidated the kinetic mechanism for vertical pointing movement using IAA.
In the present study, IAA enabled evaluation of how the movement kinematics of the vertical pointing movement ( € θnet) are induced by the MT and GT, which can be computed by inverse dynamic analysis. We observed the greater contribution of € θgt to € θnet during the deceleration phase of the upward movement and acceleration phase of the downward movement. The results confirm the findings of a previous study [4] . Based on the measured kinematics data for upward and downward movements, Gaveau and Papaxanthis [4] suggested that the CNS utilizes gravity to brake upward and initiate downward movements. The results of the present study elucidating how GT contributes to the kinematics of movement support the suggestion by Gaveau and Papaxanthis [4] , i.e., the utilization of gravity to brake upward and initiate downward movements, from the perspective of forward dynamic analysis, and expand the current understanding of vertical movement control mechanisms. Especially, the results of the present evaluation, which reveal the dominance of € θgt during the deceleration phase of an upward movement and the acceleration phase of a downward movement, provide quantitative evidence of the considerations of the gravitational effect on the upper limb in a phase-specific manner with respect to the movement direction.
The strong relationship between the profiles of the net induced angular acceleration and the angular acceleration induced by MT might be attributable to the movement angle of 15 , which is relatively small considering that GT gradually increased from 0 to 90 . However, even on using an angle of 15 , changes in GT were observed (Figure 1 (a) and (b)); therefore, its angle induced kinematic asymmetry between the upward and downward movements [15] . Additionally, we set the following simple experimental conditions in the present study; one degree of freedom (DOF), one movement velocity (a comfortable velocity for each participant), and one movement amplitude (15 ) . Therefore, we cannot conclude that the relationship between kinetics and kinematics for the vertical pointing movement applies to all the conditions of vertical pointing movement. Further studies using multiple DOFs, multiple movement velocities, and multiple movement amplitudes are required to better understand the contributions of MT and GT to kinematics in the vertical direction.
In conclusion, IAA was used to investigate how the kinematics of upward and downward movements of the upper limbs are generated, providing a forward dynamic analysis approach to elucidating the generation of kinematic differences between upward and downward IADnet: net induced acceleration duration, IDDnet: net induced deceleration duration, PIAnet: absolute peak net induced angular acceleration, DPIAnet: duration to peak net induced angular acceleration, PIDnet: absolute peak net induced angular deceleration, DPIDnet: duration to peak net induced angular deceleration.
a Median values. * p < 0.05.
movements by the CNS. It was found that, during the deceleration phase of an upward movement and the acceleration phase of a downward movement, the angular acceleration induced by GT contributed more to the generation of the net induced angular acceleration than that induced by MT. The results of the present study suggest that the CNS considers the effect of gravity to enable vertical movements of the upper limbs in a phase-specific manner.
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